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When I bought my first corner shop in Pilley outside Barnsley, nearly 47 years ago, 
I could never have imagined we would grow to be the UK’s largest redistributor 
of surplus stock.

But one thing I did know. I wanted to do the right thing and I wanted to do things right. 
Back then we didn’t talk about sustainability and the circular economy but I always believed
that business could and should be a force for good. When everyone else saw surplus as
a problem, as a headache to be tackled or a secret to be hidden, I saw an opportunity to do
the right thing. Creating a business from the starting point of the stock that everyone else
thought was simply too difficult to handle hasn’t been easy – but doing the right thing isn’t
always easy.

The brand protection of our industry and retail partners is something the Company Shop 
team knows all about. Our ever developing solutions make it easy to do the right thing.

Company Shop has a long standing relationship with manufacturers
and retailers where our vision ‘to unlock the full potential in surplus’
is paramount to providing a sustainable solution.

This first report is about celebrating what has been and, through a process of accountability
and transparency, continuing to challenge ourselves to do more. With so many uncertainties
and pressing needs in our country, now is the time to be the best we can be, for our
industry, for our people, and for our planet.

Welcome

John Marren DL,
Founder and Chairmanwith



If you see surplus as waste, you’ll treat

it as such. 

We’re all about changing mindsets so

that everyone sees waste as surplus

and understands the true potential it has. 

Working with our partners, we unlock

that potential and deliver real benefits

for our industry, our communities

and our environment. 

Jane Marren, Group Managing Director
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This fuels investment,
enables positive choices and

employs families.

We are passionate about
people, ours and those in the

communities we work in.

Doing the right thing,
respectfully, resourcefully

and responsibly.

PlanetPeople Profit

Our model delivers profit and purpose and builds a more
sustainable business for our planet. 

We believe that the challenges we face in our world cannot be
solved by government and nonprofits alone and by harnessing
in our business the force for good we can continue to create
and add value within our communities and the partners we serve.

             We work with Company Shop and Community Shop because of

             our shared value that sustainable businesses are a force for good.

As well as supplying surplus stock, we are also proud that members of the

Danone team volunteer with Community Shop, to see first-hand how the

redistribution of surplus stock is being used to help disadvantaged

communities around the country.

Caroline Winters, Director of Public Affairs



redistributor retailer social enterprise

Introducing  our  group...

all  underpinned  by  our

We’re able to work with Company Shop in a flexible way and they’re able to support us to meet our needs. The model works superbly well, primarily

because it is sustainable. They’re able to redistribute stock effectively through their own network through a supply chain they built up and through really

strong relationships to make sure food is sold to people that really need food at a discounted price. 

Steve Butts, Head of Corporate Services, Corporate
                            Responsibility and Code Compliance

expertise, experience and infrastructure

We unlock the full potential in surplus, financially, socially and environmentally
as a...

Creating a sustainable industry through the
infrastructure we have built to service our partners 

Managing brand integrity and food safety as we
redistribute through our closed membership stores

Our 150,000 strong membership
have access to deeply discounted

good food and other household products

Building strong individuals and
confident communities through food

Giving our members the space, tools,
and support to flourish
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redistributor retailer social enterprise

Introducing  our  group...

Us as a Us as a Us as a 
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Our  amazing  team...

The great work we do for our colleagues, our communities and our environment is what attracted me to the Group and motivates me to be the best

I can be every day. I am proud of the work we are doing to create new job opportunities in our communities and enhance our reward and flexibility

strategies; all of which make us a great place to work.     

Steph McGinty, People and Communities Director

Males Females across our

18 sites250
We employ

people

695 445

Being a Colleague Champion means we have our chance as

colleagues to be heard. This year together we have come up

with some good positive suggestions for the business and 

through discussion and listening the suggestions were actioned.

A few examples are: new and better uniforms which are now being trialled;

new clock-in machines which are more reliable; enhanced long service 

benefits, and the most positive well received was introducing music into the

workplace. We now have all these because our Colleague Champions are

encouraged to make a difference.

Chloe Askew, Labelling Team Leader

Each of our colleagues work hard everyday to stop products from going to waste.
Ensuring we attract, engage and develop our colleagues is pivotal to our success
and so we encourage our colleagues to:

Our Colleague Champions are at the heart of how we communicate with
our people, ensuring everyone has a voice in our business decisions and
the chance to speak up and make suggestions to improve our organisation. 

Be curious

Aim for extraordinary

Always do the right thing

Work together

Make it happen

These are the 
Company Shop values

- Focus on improved pay and benefits. 

- Invest in the development of colleagues through
  apprenticeships and leadership programmes.

- Invest in technology to improve communications
  and access to information for all colleagues.

- Expand our ‘Work Works’ Academy developing 
  future employees through our Hub and Spoke model.
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Our  amazing  team...

Working in the Goods In department I see all the products that come in

to be redistributed. Each day is different, the variety of stock that we handle

comes in to us for lots of different reasons. As a team we process this as 

quickly as possible so we can get it to our shops for our members. 

I am proud that we stop all these millions of products each year from going

to waste, I feel like I am doing my bit for the environment.

Callum Firth, Warehouse Operative - Company Shop

I started as a receptionist and Company Shop helped me to 

personally develop my skills and experience and sponsored 

my Master’s Degree. As as result, I’ve been able to take on 

new opportunities and I’m now delighted to be 

Head of HR where I can help others to fulfil 

their potential too.

Sarah Calvert, Head of Human Resources - Company Shop

Following our gender pay report we are focused on driving flexibility and inclusion for all,
in particular with the launch of a new flexible working policy. We strongly believe there
should be no barriers to success for anyone.

We are proud to have a 50:50 representation
of men and women on our Operating Board.

Having a strong Health & Safety culture and effective working
practices in place creates a safe environment for our
colleagues to work in. This is important to us. Since 2014
we have been accredited to OHSAS ISO 18001:2007 and
we are on track to migrate to ISO 45001:2018 by the end of 2019. 

We have seen a 12% growth in the 

number of roles within our business,

supporting employment in the

communities in which we operate.

In 2018, 30% of 

professional roles

were filled internally.

12%
growth 30%
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             We’ve been working hard over many years to tackle food waste

             in our business and we continue to innovate in this area. We’re 

             delighted that over 1,000 of our stores have food donation 

partnerships supporting charities and community groups up and down

the country. In addition, any surplus food from our depots is distributed

between a number of larger scale charities and social enterprises,

including Community Shop. 

These donations are helping to make a significant positive impact on local

communities and helped Community Shop have the confidence to open

its third store and continue supporting people in some of the most

deprived areas, and at the same time we have confidence in how our 

brand is being managed outside of our own business through processes

that Company Shop has in place.

Judith Batchelar, Director of Brand

We  are  the  Trusted  Partner...
retailers...

             Our Special Buys range is always changing and involves an incredibly wide range

             of products, so we need a partner with flexibility and scale in order to be able to

             efficiently and safely redistribute any surplus that arises. It’s about so much more

than just food and drink. Company Shop fits the bill perfectly, and its member only stores

mean the stock has a secure route to market and a ready-made customer base.

Will Dias, Buying Director

             Our long standing relationship provides us with an effective

             and efficient solution to responsibly redistribute our surplus

             stock. Their scale, capability and responsiveness has enabled

Company Shop to support our sustained growth.

Brian McClory, Fulfilment Operations Director
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We  are  the  Trusted  Partner...

The genius of the Company Shop model means that we are able to 

provide the supply chain with a much needed financial return for

surplus stock and support Corporate Social Responsibility agendas 

with our unique social impact model, Community Shop. 

I am proud to be responsible for the sourcing of stock and helping to

make sure that each meal reaches people’s plates as intended.

Sally Wake, Buying and Business Development Director

             With the support of M&S and Company Shop, we are now

             ensuring that any inevitable surplus that arises within New

Product Development is redistributed in a sustainable manner, which

is both environmentally friendly and follows the food waste hierarchy

to feed people first.

Hillary Harrison, Process Development Manager

manufacturers...

and  many  more...
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We  are  the  Trusted  Partner...

             As an education and training charity at the heart of the food

             and grocery sector, we encourage the sharing of best practice

to support our industry to develop and improve its excellent offering

to shoppers.  

Company Shop plays an important role in creating a sustainable supply

chain offering for our stakeholders, and provides a commercial, social

and environmental return for organisations in an ever-changing, 

demanding market place.

Nick Downing, Commercial Director

industry  bodies...
Congratulations to our four colleagues 
shortlisted for the British Frozen Food
Federation People Awards 2019 

Gavin Wood
for Unsung Hero

Terry Maree
for Customer Champion

Kate Roberts &
Kay Malcolm
for Charity & Community Champion 
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As we continue to challenge and uncover surplus, we are constantly increasing
our capabilities to stop more surplus food going to waste by developing
solutions with our partners. 

We do this responsibly, with integrity and
with full regard for safety standards and
legal compliance. 

We are BRC AA+ Global Standard
for Food Safety (Issue 7: January
2015) accredited.

food  and  drink...

what  we  do...

             At M&S, we pride ourselves on the quality and freshness of our

             food and believe it's just too good to be wasted. We’re finding

             new ways to accelerate towards our goal of halving our food

waste by 2025 and we’ll make sure 100% of our surplus food ends up

on a person’s plate. Company Shop’s ‘chill to freeze’ technology will

enable us to go further and faster and, most importantly, will help us to

redistribute more food to communities nearby our stores.

Louise Nicholls, Corporate Head of Human Rights, 

                                   Food Sustainability (Plan A) & Food Packaging 

             Company Shop entered into a Primary Authority Partnership 

             with Barnsley Council in 2018, and we have developed a close

             and mutually beneficial working partnership. 

This has enabled us to provide assured advice on Company Shop’s 

innovative solutions to stop more good food from going to waste, and

support one of Barnsley’s most successful businesses

to help them to continue to grow.

Andrew Barnaby, Trading Standards Officer 
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We redistribute and sell a growing range of useable consumer goods which,
for a wide variety of reasons, haven’t made it onto the supermarket shelves. 
We operate the same brand protection controls as we do for food to manage our 
partners’ brands and find good homes for a wide ranging number of products.

In 2018 we sold 4.2 million units of
non food, of which 76% were repurposed
from waste stock

non  food...

what  we  do...

             Company Shop supports GSK by redistributing surplus personal

             care products, an important product range for members of

             both Company Shop and Community Shop who are able to use

the products to maintain good oral health. 

GSK requires a high standard of supply chain management and tracking

for our products. Company Shop’s logistical operations really

stood out to us due to their very high standards.

Sam Owens, Procurement Associate

Non food surplus units sold in 2018 

Pet products

Homewares

Personal

Household

Motoring

21% 23%

24%32%
<1%
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Solving the problem of food and, increasingly, non food waste and surplus

needs a collaborative approach. We work with the UK’s major retailers and 

food manufacturers to create innovative solutions that protect brand integrity, 

improve sustainability through generating a return for manufacturers and 

give a much needed employee benefit for people working in the food industry. 

In doing so, we stop tens of thousands of tonnes of product ending up in 

waste streams and, instead, move it back up the food hierarchy; 

something I am proud to lead.

Nathan Mills, Retail and Operations Director - Company Shop

with  redistribution...
Supporting our industry

In 2018:

what  we  do...

             The recently published Resources and Waste Strategy for England

             recognises the importance of redistribution in tackling the industry-

             wide problem of surplus food ending up as waste. Company Shop 

plays an important role in ensuring that such food is used to feed people. 

To help identify surplus food, Company Shop is supporting implementation of

the WRAP and IDG UK Food Waste Roadmap by embedding the principles

of ‘Target, Measure, Act’ in the ‘Waste Walk’ audits they offer

to their food manufacturing partners.

Peter Maddox, Director

Total food
redistributed (tonnes)

20,302

3,305

Food redistributed
by category

Food redistributed
by sector

Food redistributed
by product type

We have
redistributed

over
56 million

meals in
2018*

8% 
increase
on 2017

Company Shop Chill Ambient
Frozen

Retail Manufacturing
Food Service

Fresh Produce

Meat, Fish, Poultry & Eggs

Dairy

Bakery

Drinks

Prepared Meals

Canned Products

Confectionary & Biscuits

Other

*Meals are calculated based on 420g per meal.

Community Shop

77% 21%

2%

45% 48%

7%

4% 5%

4%

30%

12%

9%

16%

13%

7%
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I joined the Company Shop Board in April 2017 because I saw enormous

potential in the business to achieve even more. I wanted to be part of a

business that does so much to support the UK’s dynamic food and drink

industry, as well as supporting some of the people in our most 

disadvantaged communities.
 

An ever increasing focus on tackling food waste and a need for business

to deliver maximum value from their resources mean the landscape is 

favourable for Company Shop as it seeks to expand its operations.

David Salkeld, Non-Executive Director, Company Shop

Our long experience in food redistribution enables us to purchase

a wide range of food and household surplus products providing

a significant financial return to our partners on products which

otherwise would be treated as waste. 

Over the last 10 years we have returned well over £100m to our

business partners giving them additional resources to reinvest in their

operations to improve efficiency and reduce wastage.

John Kitson, Finance & IT Director, Company Shop

As a commercial business we generate profit which allows us to make sound
investments that create a sustainable business with capacity for growth.

The manufacturing and retail landscape in the UK is fiercely competitive and
is operating in times of great change. The products our partners manufacture 
that end up as surplus were originally intended to be consumed and used. 
We not only deliver a financial return on these products, providing economic
benefits for the industry, but we help them to be used for the purpose
in which they were originally intended. 2010

£140m

£120m

£100m

£80m

£60m

£40m

£20m

£0m
2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Total

financially...
Supporting our industry

what  we  do...

We deliver a financial return and in 2018
we paid £16.5 million to our supply
chain partners for their surplus stock. 

Cumulative Industry
Financial Return
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As our world changes so do we. In 2018 we became an official supporter

of WRAP’s UK Food Waste Reduction (FWR) Roadmap which we are

embedding in our processes as well as sharing with our supply chain partners.

We help our partners identify avoidable waste and provide responsible

solutions for unavoidable waste. We do this through insight and experience,

through being curious and challenging the norm and, together, we arrive

at sustainable solutions.

What we do for
our partners

adding  value...

Shareholder
Return

Brand
Protection

Technical
Compliance

Customer
Perception

Sustainability
Agenda

Reporting

Financial
Return

Environmental
Values Communities

Supplier
Collaboration

Maximising value
through profit and
brand protection

Working in partnership
with the supply chain

to share insight
and experience

Creating a revenue
stream for the
retailer and its
supply chain

Achieving technical
compliance and

competency throughout
our redistribution

supply chain

Influencing customers
to think differently

about surplus

Creating stronger 
individuals and confident

communities through
Community Shop

support

Providing an
environmental solution

for surplus

Supporting Courtauld
2025 through waste

reduction

Providing regular 
impact data which 

illustrates the value of
the redistribution

partnership 

Harnessing our 40
years’ experience in the

redistribution market

Product and member
controls
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             At Ringtons, we are committed to ensuring that our operations

             are as sustainable as possible, especially when it comes to 

             seasonal forecasting challenges where surplus stock can arise. 

As the Company Shop model offers flexibility, as well as a consultancy

service, we are able to identify sustainable solutions

to these challenges. 

Sharon Dowell, Technical Manager

             By working with Company Shop, we are now ensuring that all 

             our edible surplus stock is feeding people first. As a result, not 

             only are we generating positive social and environmental impact,

but we are also attracting a commercial return where the value 

of our stock may have previously not been realised.

Mark Izzard, Group Technical Director

             Iceland is delighted to work with Company Shop and I would

             definitely recommend other retailers to consider this route

             because it helps us to deal with some of our waste which

otherwise would’ve gone in the wrong direction. It saves us

money and does the right thing for the community

Trish Twohig, Technical Manager

Working with our clients and their future
leaders we hold insight days to share
experiences around food surplus and
redistribution. It’s about:

Challenging the norm…
Changing mindsets… 
Driving change.

Our  consultancy  Service...
What we do for our partners

adding  value...

- Helping and supporting our partners to embed the WRAP

  Roadmap as we expand our consultancy service to provide

  bespoke interventions that can add real value.

At Bakkavor we continue to focus on redistributing surplus food and

recognise the very positive contribution it can make to our people, local 

communities and to the environment. We’re also trying to invoke change 

by altering views around what is considered ‘surplus’ and can therefore be 

redistributed. Company Shop is helping us to do this by running workshops with our

graduates and potential future business leaders to help broaden experience and

thinking. The aims of the workshops are simple; to explore and challenge

what can be redistributed, to understand the barriers and, importantly,

how we overcome these to drive action.

Ian Burgess, Group Responsible Sourcing Manager 
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70 million units

£45 million

53% off

             As a valued retail member of the BRC, Company Shop shares with our members 

             expert insight into reducing waste, tackling supply chain inefficiencies and unlocking

             value from the surplus stock that may arise within retailer operations - a critical issue

across the industry. 

Through Company Shop’s involvement in the BRC’s food community working groups and best

practice sharing as a collective group, the business provides a unique proposition to

our members which creates a positive social, economic and environmental impact.

- Working with WRAP to undertake trials with our members to try and reduce

  consumer food waste in the home - supporting Courtauld’s Citizen Food Waste

  Prevention Strategy.

Helen Dickinson, Chief Executive Officer

Our members have access to a wide range of surplus products through our membership
stores and enjoy savings every time they visit. We also support a number of ‘staff shops’
located on the sites of our manufacturing partners, providing a tangible and valued
benefit for their colleagues.

In 2018 we handled a staggering

2.2 million transactions
with

ringing through our tills

Saving our members typically 

resulting in a massive saving of

helping our members to stretch their budgets further.

retail prices

A massive 123,353 unique members shopped
with us in 2018, during which we opened two
new stores, in St Helens and Washington.

our  members... 18



our  members...

             It is shameful that so much edible food is sent to waste each year. That is why I am so

             pleased to champion Company Shop’s new store in Washington, so that people working

             in food manufacturing, NHS and our emergency services can have access to redistributed

stock at a discounted price. It stops so much food going to waste and also helps families

to stretch their budgets a little further.
Sharon Hodgson, MP Washington & Sunderland West

             As a member and frequent visitor to Company

            Shop, I am amazed at what the shop has to offer. 

            Not only are they preventing the unnecessary

waste of food, but enabling many people to provide a

range of meals for themselves and their families at

unbelievable value for money. Many of our Firefighters

use Company Shop on a regular basis to purchase

top quality food, not to mention the significant

positive impact on their weekly outgoing.              My twin brother and I both went to university, which caused some real financial pressure 

             for my parents. My mum used her Company Shop card to enable them to support us

             while we were at university, making us the envy of our friends; she used to 

             provide food parcels for us bought from Company Shop.

Spencer Rowland, South Yorkshire Fire and Rescue

Tom Rumboll, Former Commercial Director & continuing friend of the business

 - Our 7th superstore is planned for mid 2019.

 - Our expansion of non food products in store planned for 2019
   will give our members even further savings on their shopping.
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Community Shop is one place & three spaces...

our  social  enterprise...
Our commitment to people, profit and planet is embedded across our whole business
but we express our commitment to some of the most low income UK communities through the 
work of our social enterprise - Community Shop.

A cafe and cookery school.

community
kitchen

A store stocking a great range of products
at deeply discounted prices.

community
store

A community learning and
mentoring space.

community
hub
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our  social  enterprise...

Company Shop Group donated
£395,000* in infrastructure support
to enable Community Shop’s life
changing work.

The value of stock donations from our
industry partners in 2018 was £380,000.

Leveraging the infrastructure of our Group means we can deliver award
winning social impact across multiple communities. 
But this comes at a cost:

* Taken from the statutory accounts year to September 2017 a  Big  Thank  you 
to  all  our  amazing
donation  partners!

All of our work is powered by donations
of stock from our industry partners.

Through these donations and with the
support of the Company Shop Group, 
Community Shop releases the value of
surplus using all the revenue generated 
from its retail sales to power all of our
transformational social impact in Goldthorpe,
Lambeth, Athersley and Grimsby.

how  it's  funded...
Community Shop

community
kitchen

community
store

community
hub
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our  social  enterprise...

                   Community Shop is an excellent example of social entrepreneurism 

                   in practice. Working with the retail and manufacturing industry, 

                   alongside local organisations and charities in communities across

the UK, Community Shop is generating a lasting positive social impact for the

people who need it most. Through its pioneering work as a social enterprise

and a force for social good, Community Shop is making a real 

difference to both people and planet.

Peter Holbrook, Chief Executive Officer 

             We support the aims of Community Shop in tackling two key

             social issues, finding a way of using food that may otherwise go to

             waste and helping people develop new skills and confidence to 

improve their lives. We’re pleased to support this project, to have seen how

they have grown since 2013 and hope this continues to be

a success.

Cathryn Higgs, Head of Food policy 

             The work of Community Shop is a natural fit for us. 

             Our Community Investment programme, Families Matter, focuses

             on supporting families in communities in greatest need. 

What impressed us the most about the Community Shop model, was the

all-round support given to members through their own personal

development Success Plans. Community Shop does great work which 

we at Warburtons are proud to support.

Rebecca Lees, Health and Wellbeing Manager 

                     Through my activism as a local Councillor in South London I see

                     first-hand how hard working families can fall into the trap of food

                     poverty. Community Shop provides a way out of this, but it’s 

about so much more than putting food on people’s plates. 

It’s a hand up, rather than a hand out, which helps people to help themselves. 

My Borough of Lambeth has benefitted enormously from the

positive impact generated by Community Shop.

 Kevin Craig, Non-Executive Director, Community Shop
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our  social  enterprise  impact...

             The inspiration I got from the staff and other members

             in the groups, helped me realise I still had lots more to

             give, so I went out and found a way to do it

Caroline, Community Shop member

It was very dark, food brought a glimmer of light,

but I wanted more. Luckily for me Community Shop

Lambeth opened its doors and I received a very warm

welcome. I felt home. Kevin, Community Shop member

I’m incredibly proud to work with Community Shop, which is an inspirational

business run by inspirational people for inspirational communities. 

It’s a fantastic exemplar of how business can be a force for good, by 

generating profit with purpose. 

Indeed, it is a privilege to work with John Marren and his team, and I am

excited to see how the Community Shop will progress to deliver even greater

beneficial social impact as it expands across the UK. 

Dr Clive Black, Non-Executive Director, Community Shop

All statistics taken from Community Shop’s latest Impact Report, published 2018

87%9,637,904 3,521

453

526

of our members
are more confident

in themselves

Over

meals have been made using
food from Community Shop 

Members attended Community Hub’s Success Plan

members have moved into full time work

members have progressed 
into learning & development

4,966
We served

total members

12,911 
and supported

members

97%
of our members

have the tools they need
to achieve life goals

96%
of our members say

their mental wellbeing
has improved

92%
say their physical

wellbeing has
improved
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Iceland has a great relationship with Community Shop and we are delighted to be working alongside them to deliver this year’s Christmas Lunch. 

It’s a project that involves lots of our teams, from buying and marketing through to depot and store colleagues – and one that we all want to support.

The Community Shop team are doing incredible work to empower and regenerate local communities through a people-focused, practical approach, 

which is more important than ever at that time of year.
Nigel Broadhurst, Joint Managing Director

our  social  enterprise...
In 2018, Christmas lunches in all our Community
Shops were supported by Iceland, not only with
food but with help in the kitchen and serving
our members as well.

We are so proud of our fantastic social enterprise Community Shop, 
which picked up two awards at the 2018 Social Enterprise Awards:
Transformative Community Business; and Prove It: Social Impact.

1,629 members
engaged in Community Shop’s food mentoring programme.
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our  planet...

The longer a food product, or household item is ‘lost’ within the supply chain,
the greater the environmental consequences, since the environmental costs
incurred during processing, transport and storage must be added to the
actual production costs.

Company Shop’s model is all about
stopping surplus products from being
‘lost’ in the supply chain.

*We gave away 335 tonnes of bread,
 fruit and vegetables at the end of their life
 to our colleagues, members and charity
 partners to take home and consume.

**Through our kitchens we used over 
  112 tonnes of surplus to serve
  delicious meals to our colleagues,
  communities and charity partners.

our  model...

Food waste is one of the critical challenges that both business

and society are currently facing. As well as the crucial role that

redistribution plays in helping address the societal issues

associated with food inequality, it can also help address the significant adverse

environmental impacts associated with food going to waste.

If we are to feed the growing global population whilst increasing resource

efficiency and reducing greenhouse gas emissions we need solutions like

the Company and Community Shop model which help ensure

good food doesn’t go to waste, whilst delivering real, positive

social impact. 

Andy Griffiths, Head of Value Chain Sustainability

of which:
335 Tonnes was given away*

112 Tonnes was used in our kitchens**

23,607
Tonnes Redistributed in 2018

8%
Waste

(9% in 2017)

92%
Redistribution

P
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Reduce
at source

Company Shop supports clients with
consultancy to identify surplus suitable
for redistribution

53 Tonnes to Animal Feed

1,987 Tonnes
to Anaerobic

Digestion
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our  planet...

4.3 million kwh

In 2018 we recycled:

Through waste going to anaerobic digestion (AD) we have generated:

We are using up our single use plastic bags, 
switching to ‘bags for life’ in 2020.

In the meantime we will continue to:

- redistribute delisted surplus retailer ‘bags for life’ to our members.

- donate the proceeds of our single use plastic bags to Community Shop,
  which was over £38,000 in 2018.

We have undertaken an audit of our own plastics usage, which has set
our current baseline of 71% recyclable.

Stopping more good food going to waste

We made up fruit and vegetable bags, brown paper
of course…  with stock that had reached its best
before date but was still wholesome, providing
a great bargain for our members.

powering homes in Yorkshire, with all the remaining slurry going to farmers
within 15 miles of the AD plant

we do our bit

- Divert more waste to animal feed from Anaerobic
  Digestion - in 2018 we identified 149 tonnes that
  would have been suitable.

- Increase the % of recyclable plastics in our processes
  from 71% by sustainable sourcing methods.

467 16 23%
tonnes of cardboard tonnes of plastic increase in recycling

over the last 2 years

recycling...plastics...

reducing  food  waste...
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our  planet...

As a Health, Safety and Environmental Champion, I have 

been actively involved with many new initiatives and projects

with the group. I feel I can speak on behalf of all Champions 

when I say that we feel our voices are heard, our ideas

appreciated and our comments welcomed.

It is a pleasure to be involved with a working forum such

as this one where I know all Champions have a direct input

into the Environmental Policy and Procedures Manual. 

John Thompson, 
Health, Safety & Environmental Champion

We care not only about people and products but also the environment
we live in and the positive impact we want to have in securing a bright
future for the next generation.

resources... In 2018 we migrated to ISO 14001:2015 demonstrating our capacity

to invest and rethink our environmental impact. We have a very

comprehensive Aspects and Impacts Reporting Register which through

risk assessment is guiding our future direction.

At Company Shop we continue to look at smarter ways of using our resources.

In 2018 we switched refrigeration

gas to R407F, which has a lower

Global Warming Potential (GWP),

in year 1 ahead of the 5 year

legislative timescale.

In 2018 our new fleet

of Forklift Trucks now

use 28% less power 

when being charged. 

We have embarked on a

programme of switching our

lighting to LED, which is due

for completion by 2020.  

We have invested in energy

efficient ovens to wrap

our products. 

We’ve added vehicles to our

fleet which are more energy

efficient, through improved fuel

usage, and create less emissions.

We‘ve installed electric charge

points on all our chilled loading

bays to reduce emissions and

noise levels.

- Assess feasibility for harvesting rain water. 

In 2018, we generated
over 44,000kwh
from our solar panels.
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Report of KPMG LLP to Company Shop Limited 
(“the Company”) of factual findings in relation to agreed upon 
procedures performed in relation to financial information 
contained in the Company Shop Limited Sustainability and 
Impact Report 2018.

In accordance with the terms of our engagement letter dated 28 
January 2019, we have performed those procedures agreed with the 
directors of the Company and set out below relating to selected 
financial information contained in the Company Shop Limited 
Sustainability and Impact Report 2018.

Our report has been prepared for the Company solely in connection 
with the request by the Company’s Directors to perform the agreed 
upon procedures referred to below and to report thereon in writing to 
the Company’s Directors. It has been released to the Company on the 
basis that our report shall not be copied, referred to or disclosed, in 
whole (save for the Company’s own internal purposes) or in part, 
without our prior written consent.

Our report was designed to meet the agreed requirements of the 
Company determined by the Company’s needs at the time. Our report 
should not therefore be regarded as suitable to be used or relied on by 
any party wishing to acquire rights against us other than the Company 
for any purpose or in any context. Any party other than the Company 
who obtains access to our report or a copy and chooses to rely on our 
report (or any part of it) will do so at its own risk. To the fullest extent 
permitted by law, KPMG LLP will accept no responsibility or liability in 
respect of our report to any other party.

Our engagement was undertaken in accordance with International 
Standard on Related Services 4400 Engagements to Perform 
Agreed-upon Procedures Regarding Financial Information. The 
procedures performed were as follows:

1. Check that the financial information used to calculate the key 
performance indicators listed below has been accurately extracted 
from the underlying accounting records.
- Commercial return to the Company’s suppliers
- Amount of donations from the Company in infrastructure
  support to Community Shop
- Amount of donations from donated stock from industry
  partners to the Company

Because the above procedures do not constitute either an audit or a 
review in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (UK and 
Ireland) or International Standards on Review Engagements (UK and 
Ireland), we do not express any assurance on the financial information 
contained in the Company Shop Limited Sustainability and Impact 
Report 2018.

Had we been engaged to perform, and had performed, additional 
procedures, an audit or a review in accordance with International 
Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland) or International Standards on 
Review Engagements (UK and Ireland), other matters might have 
come to our attention that would have been reported to you.
This report relates only to the financial information specified above and 
does not extend to any financial statements of the Company, taken as 
a whole.

This engagement is separate from the audit of the annual financial 
statements of the Company and the report here relates only to the 
financial information specified above and does not extend to the 
Company’s annual financial statements taken as a whole.
As set out in our audit report on those financial statements, that audit 
report is made solely to the Company’s members, as a body, in 
accordance with Chapter 3 of Part 16 of the Companies Act 2006. 
The audit work has been undertaken so that we might state to the 
Company’s members those matters we are required to state to them 
in an auditor’s report and for no other purpose. To the fullest extent 
permitted by law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone 
other than the Company and the Company’s members as a body for 
that audit work, for the audit report, or for the opinions we have 
formed in respect of that audit.

Yours faithfully

KPMG LLP

Chartered Accountants

30 January 2019

2. Check that the key performance indicators listed below have been 
calculated in accordance with the Company’s basis of preparation 
included as a note to the Sustainability and Impact Report 2018 by 
carrying out the following checks:

Commercial return to the Company’s suppliers

2a. Check that total Cost of Sales for the period 1 January 2018 to 
      31 December 2018 has been accurately extracted from unaudited 
      Company accounting records such as the Trial Balance and 
      Management Accounts.
2b. Check that the amount deducted from total Cost of Sales for 
       intercompany purchases agrees to the total of the schedule of
       intercompany purchases prepared by management for the period 
       1 January 2018 to 31 December 2018.
2c.  Check that the schedule of intercompany purchases agrees to
       the unaudited Company accounting records such as the Trial 
       Balance.
2d. Check the mathematical accuracy of the calculation of adjusted
      Cost of Sales.

Amount of donations from the Company in infrastructure 
support to Community Shop

2e. Check that total donations in infrastructure support to Community
      Shop for the period 1 October 2016 to 30 September 2017 has 
      been accurately extracted from audited Company financial 
      statements for that period.

Amount of donations from donated stock from industry 
partners to the Company

2f. Check that total book value of donated stock from industry 
     partners to the Company for the period 1 January 2018 to 31 
     December 2018 has been accurately extracted from unaudited 
     Company accounting records such as the Trial Balance, 
     Management Accounts and Stock reports for that period.

We report our findings below:
 With respect to procedure 1 we found no exceptions.
  With respect to procedure 2a we found no exceptions.
  With respect to procedure 2b we found no exceptions.
  With respect to procedure 2c we found no exceptions.
  With respect to procedure 2d we found no exceptions.
  With respect to procedure 2e we found no exceptions.
  With respect to procedure 2f we found no exceptions.
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Basis of preparation 

Commercial return to the Company’s suppliers is calculated using 
total Cost of Sales figures for the period 1 January 2018 to 31 
December 2018, extracted from unaudited Company accounting 
records such as the Trial Balance and Management Accounts. An 
adjustment is made to remove intercompany purchases from the total 
Cost of Sales figure. This adjustment is derived from the schedule of 
intercompany purchases that is derived from the purchases day book. 
The Directors consider that the adjusted Cost of Sales figure equates 
to the total commercial return to suppliers.

Donations from the Company in infrastructure support to 
Community Shop is calculated by apportioning the total spend 
between Company Shop and Community Shop using either revenue 
or headcount as the basis for allocation. The categories of spend to be 
apportioned are: 

 - Salary (commercial, retail and maintenance apportioned by 
  revenue; finance IT, HR and health and safety apportioned by 
  headcount); 
 
 - Warehousing and delivery (apportioned by revenue); 
 
 - Overheads (insurance, site costs, equipment hire and general 
  legal and professional fees apportioned by revenue; specific 
  Community Shop legal and professional fees apportioned 100%;
  telephones, administration and computer costs apportioned by 
  headcount);

 - Finance costs (intercompany loan interest calculated using base
  rate + 2.25%)

The total figure has been extracted directly from the Strategic Report 
attached to the audited financial statements for the year-ended 30 
September 2017. The Directors consider that the value of services 
provided, excluding any Executive Directors’ time equates to the value 
of infrastructure support donations to Community Shop.

Donated stock from industry partners to the Company is 
calculated for the period 1 January 2018 to 31 December 2018, using 
unaudited Company accounting records such as the Trial Balance, 
Management accounts and Stock reports summarising the amount of 
stock booked in. The donated stock is valued in line with the 
Company’s donated stock valuation policy, which is dependent on the 
nature and source of the stock as follows: 

Category A: at the amount it would have cost to buy the stock directly 
from the supplier.

Category B: at an agreed contractual percentage of the amount it 
would have cost to buy the stock directly from the supplier.

Category C: at an agreed contractual percentage of the sales made 
for items donated by the supplier. 

The Directors consider that the stock valuation policy has been applied 
consistently since the financial statements were audited for the 
year-ended 30 September 2017.

John Kitson
Financial Director - Company Shop



Company Shop is a fantastic example of how commercial businesses can be a force for social good. As an innovative and dynamic business, 

Company Shop represents much of what is great about our region. It does fantastic work to help tackle the dual challenges of food waste and

food insecurity, whilst supporting a competitive food and drink industry and helping families to stretch their budgets a little further. 

Company Shop provides hundreds of jobs for the people of our area, and makes a significant contribution to the economic success of Penistone and Stocksbridge.

For more information on how we can support your organisation’s sustainability agenda,

please email: sustainability@companyshop.co.uk

Angela Smith, MP for Penistone & Stocksbridge

If you see surplus as waste, you’ll treat it as such. 

We’re all about changing mindsets so that everyone sees waste as surplus and understands the true potential it has. 

Working with our partners, we unlock that potential and deliver real benefits for our industry, our communities
and our environment. 


